OHIO LEGACY OF LIGHT SOCIETY
Gifts as of March 1, 2021

The **Legacy of Light Society** recognizes individuals who have made a commitment to secure the Museum’s future through any planned gift. In addition, all donors directing any type of gift or pledge to the Museum’s endowment are recognized as **Legacy of Light Guardians** (names in bold below). Those who confirm in writing commitments of $1 million or more through their estate plans are recognized as **Legacy of Light Founders Society**. Those who further direct such planned gifts, or so direct outright gifts of pledges at that level, to the Museum’s endowment are recognized as **Legacy of Light Society Guardian Founders**. Individuals who have made a planned gift are listed only with their consent.

**LEGACY OF LIGHT SOCIETY CHAIRMAN’S CIRCLE**
Gifts of $10 million or more
Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Foundation

**LEGACY OF LIGHT SOCIETY FOUNDERS**
Gifts of $1 million or more
Dr. Michael and Joyce Hallet

**OHIO LEGACY OF LIGHT SOCIETY MEMBERS**
Irving B.* and Gloria G. Fine
Samuel* and Rina Frankel
Melanie Ann Garner
Lona S. Gruber
Rebecca and J. David Heller
Sandra Zak Jones
Lester J. Marks* and Miriam F. Hart
Elizabeth M. Mramor
Nancy Shelton Parrott
Jill R. Pupa
Alice Rickel
Betty Rosskamm
Will and Jan Sukenik
Aron* and Anastazja Wajskol
Muriel Weber
Cheryl Ermann Weinstein and Mickey Weinstein
Sandy and Tim Wuliger
Marcella Molho Yedid* and Roger Yedid
Donna J. Zabel

* Deceased